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Elden Ring Features Key:
AGE SYSTEM In this game, you take on the role of a young adult in society. As you grow older, the magic and abilities that you collected from the various dungeons will be leveled up. These allow you to heighten your activities, such as buying new weapons or magic during the story.

STORY MODE In the Story Mode, you guide the main character Tarnished to recover the lost powers and wealth of the Elden Ring.
RESEARCH (LEVEL UP) MODE In the Research Mode, you can up your level up and obtain new abilities and strengthen your HP, MP, etc. with the various items that you can gather in the World Map.

MAP MODE In the Map Mode, you can freely move around the World Map.
MANNA SYSTEM In this game, strong Mana is generated as you travel, and a counter is used to keep track of the level of Mana that you generate each moment. When defeating enemies, you have the chance to increase your level through this method.

MOVE SYSTEM In this game, you can freely move around the World Map.
ACTIVITY SYSTEM In this game, you will be able to challenge the various monsters that you encounter and progress with the various destinations you reach. Each monster provides a different reward, so the various items that you can obtain through this type of quest matter.

MAIL-BOX SYSTEM In this game, the mailbox that you encounter while traveling holds various items, such as items that you can use to increase your experience. In addition, you can also use them to develop your character by giving experience points, as opposed to buying items with money. You can also equip your custom items
in this mailbox.

BATTLE SYSTEM In this game, you challenge other users and collect various items. The amount of the profits from each successful quest is shared, allowing you to make profits when new users seek your support.
CAMPAIGN SYSTEM Using the PVP-System, you can challenge your opponents directly in the battlefield or participate in select PVE and PVP battles.

STRANGENESS SYSTEM In this game, the more detailed you fill out the world, the more odd and unusual things you find will
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The perfect RPG experience on Android. Even advanced fans of RPG games might not be able to find the perfect, simple game that takes them back to the old days of RPGs on their Android device. The 'complete RPG experience' is EXCITING! A simple, thrilling RPG experience where you can get lost in the atmosphere and
experience sense of power. The'simple' system and interface lets you play the game with ease. This game is simply a masterpiece. You won't get tired of the unique atmosphere. If you're looking for an RPG experience on your Android device, this game is for you. The most enjoyable experience playing on an Android device! It also
looks great. It's a masterpiece. A game that is deeply connected to the atmosphere, between the nostalgic vibe and the detailed graphics. I'm happy that there was a game where you could create your own world and be a feudal lord. REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: The perfect RPG experience on Android. Even advanced fans of RPG
games might not be able to find the perfect, simple game that takes them back to the old days of RPGs on their Android device. The 'complete RPG experience' is EXCITING! A simple, thrilling RPG experience where you can get lost in the atmosphere and experience sense of power. The'simple' system and interface lets you play
the game with ease. This game is simply a masterpiece. You won't get tired of the unique atmosphere. If you're looking for an RPG experience on your Android device, this game is for you. The most enjoyable experience playing on an Android device! It also looks great. It's a masterpiece. A game that is deeply connected to the
atmosphere, between the nostalgic vibe and the detailed graphics. I'm happy that there was a game where you could create your own world and be a feudal lord. A game that lets you live as a feudal lord, and believe in yourself! REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: The perfect RPG experience on Android. Even advanced fans of RPG

games might not be able to find the perfect, simple game that takes them back to the old days of RPGs on their Android device. The 'complete RPG experience' is EXCITING! A simple, thrilling RPG experience where you can get lost in the bff6bb2d33
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Various equipment, weapons, and items can be customized. • Customize your Character * With customizable parts, you can customize your character’s appearance. * You can choose to change the parts’ positions to suit your own style. * Customize your character with a variety of parts, such as hair style, color, eyes, mouth, nose,
and ears. * By changing the body parts of your character, you can increase the stats of strength, dexterity, or charisma. * You can change your character’s body appearance to suit your play style. • Learn Skills from Dungeons * Explore the Lands Between as you train your character. * The Skills available to train include ‘Action’,

‘Abilities’, ‘Magic’, and ‘Ages’. * As you progress, you will be able to learn new Skills from the Dungeons you explore. • Fight with Improved Equipment * Each class has a weapon that it can equip to increase the stats and the damage dealt during fights. * Up to six different weapons can be equipped on your character
simultaneously. * Weapons are not easy to use, you must use strategy to win a battle. * As you progress in the game, you will be able to obtain a weapon that suits your play style. • Learn through Customization Items and Skills * Customization Items and Skills can be obtained from your character’s equipment or Skills that you

have trained. * It is possible to strengthen the effects that each customization item and Skill can provide to your character by strengthening the effects. * You can strengthen the effect of the customization items and Skills that you have trained to suit your play style. HERO CLASSES and CAMPAIGNs ELDREN RING game: • Over 40
Characters * Over 40 characters in the game can fight in either the classic Action RPG mode or the RPG mode. * The vast number of characters allows you to decide which character you want to play, and you can change to a different character freely during the course of the game. * It is also possible to combine two different

characters into a powerful party. • Over 30 Locations * The land of Tarnhelm can be easily explored thanks to over 30 locations for you to explore. * Because of the huge number of locations, you can travel from the town in one location to another location that is close to the town, and you
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Genesis: Player 2: 1 8GB memory slot 1 128GB microSD card 2GB minimum system RAM (2GB for 30GB + 3GB for 50GB + 3GB for 100GB + 4GB for 150GB + 5GB for 200GB + 6GB for 250GB) 2.7GHz CPU At least
400MHz Graphics Memory HDMI compatible monitor For the bootable image, USB drives that are formatted FAT32 are recommended. DUE: For 30GB
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